About CentraleSupélec

Link (www.ecp.fr or www.supelec.fr)

CentraleSupélec is a leading French engineering higher Education and Research institution, anchored in Paris, France:

- In the tradition of French ‘Grandes Ecoles’ excellence in educating future industry leaders
- Leader of the School of Engineering of the Université Paris Saclay, a future world class innovation cluster in Europe
- Offering a rigorous yet diverse science and interdisciplinary engineering curriculum
- With an international stature with satellite campuses in Beijing, Hyderabad, Casablanca
- Putting entrepreneurship and digital innovation at the heart of all engineering programmes and initiatives.

About Study Programs Offered by CentraleSupélec

CentraleSupélec offers 3 one-year Master's degree programs for students in this dual-degree programs including:

- Master of Research M2: Applied Mathematics - Visual, Learning
  Degree awarded by Université Paris Saclay
  Medium of Teaching: French
  Link (https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/en/node/4389#programmes)

- Master of Research M2: Advanced Telecommunication Systems
  Degree awarded by Université Paris Saclay
  Medium of Teaching: French
  Link (https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/en/node/4248#programmes)

- MSc ESSEC / CentraleSupélec in Data Sciences and Business Analytics
  Degree awarded by CentraleSupélec and ESSEC Business School
  Medium of Teaching: English
  Link (http://www.ecp.fr/home/Formations/MSc_in_Data_Science_and_Business_Analytics)